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Top 10 Ways Vox Mobile Optimizes EMM  
for the Pharma Supply Chain

As the demand for more life-saving and life-enhancing 
medications increases, so does the competition for new 
discoveries and the drive to get to market first. Vox Mobile 
enables pharma companies to leverage the full capabilities of 
their enterprise mobility management (EMM) solutions—from 
accelerating implementation and adoption to providing ongoing 
management so users always have the most up-to-date apps 
and tools. 

1  Streamlines Data Collection

Using mobile devices, patients in drug trials—from anywhere in the world—can provide accurate 
and viable information, quickly and easily. Vox Mobile’s global deployment expertise ensure patient 
devices comply with local regulations, service levels, and language requirements. 

2  Enhances Security

Our HIPAA-compliant EMM/MDM solutions protect patient information and allow your IT teams to 
remotely lock and wipe devices should they get lost or stolen. 

3  Accelerates the Drug Approval Process

Vox Mobile’s optimally managed mobility solutions enhance accuracy and traceability of trial data 
and results making it easier for the FDA to approve new medications. 

4  Protects Intellectual Property

Companies can confidently innovate, knowing that the information on their mobile devices is secure 
from bad actors with security updates pushed automatically to their devices.
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5  Integrates with Other Technologies

Equipped with the latest version of business-priority apps, mobile devices can interact and connect 
with new technologies, like robotics, to bolster digital transformation across the organization.

6  Empowers Mobile Workforce

Vox Mobile’s lifecycle management services ensure apps, devices, and contract renewals are always 
up to date, so you can be confident your workers can stay productive no matter where they’re 
working. 

7  Drives Workflow Efficiency

Same-day and next-day replacement, enables plant managers to always have devices ready 
with real-time data to quickly review manufacturing output, inventory control, and employee 
productivity to boost efficiency.

8  Simplifies Mobility Management

With Vox Mobile MDM support, your team can easily manage a host of disparate devices, and the 
data on those devices, in a variety of use cases and end-user hands. 

9  Enhances ROI

From simplifying deployment and management of thousands of mobile devices to driving 
enterprise adoption and reducing shelf-ware, Vox Mobile enables companies to save time, money 
and resources that can impact their bottom line. 

10  Provides Comprehensive Support

Vox Mobile is your trusted advisor through the journey, offering end-to-end services, including 
consultation, design, staging, same-day delivery, and help desk support. 

Vox Mobile: Your Digital Transformation Partner
Vox Mobile is a single source enterprise mobile solutions provider, helping organizations  
build their mobile strategies, operationalize their mobile programs, and support their  
mobile users. We support all the leading EMM solutions and understand the complexities  
of global mobility deployment and management. Let us help you drive mobility success.
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